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Pay Policy for School Based Non-Teaching Employees

1 September 2022- 31 August 2023

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 All school based non-teaching employees are employed on terms and conditions of 
employment covered by any existing Collective Agreements negotiated and agreed 
with the trade unions recognised by Dorset Council for collective bargaining 
purposes. These agreements include recognition of the NJC Agreement on Pay and 
Conditions of Service for Local Government Services (Green Book).

1.2      The principles of Job Evaluation in Schools are outlined in detail in the Schools’ Job 
Evaluation Portfolio. 

1.3 When taking decisions regarding pay, the school will have regard to both
the pay policy and to the Dorset Job Evaluation Scheme and resultant pay and 
grading structure.

1.4 The aim of establishing a pay policy is to ensure fair and equitable treatment
for all employees of the school.

1.5       This pay policy incorporates the principles of Job Evaluation in Dorset.

1.6 This pay policy makes reference to relevant areas of the Schools Job Evaluation 
Portfolio throughout.  The Schools’ JE Portfolio should be referred to accordingly.

2 SCOPE

2.1 This policy applies to all school based non-teaching employees in
 Thorner’s C of E VA Primary School

It applies the framework recommended to school Governing Bodies by the Local 
Authority and covers all key areas of pay determination that schools/Governing 
Bodies need to consider. 

2.2 The arrangements for determining pay in respect of school based teaching 
employees are outlined in the school’s ‘Pay Policy for School Based Teaching 
Employees’.

3 POLICY STATEMENT

3.1 All decisions relating to pay determination shall be taken in compliance with the 
Dorset Job Evaluation Scheme.

3.2 The Governing Body will comply with relevant employment legislation: Employment 
Relations Act 2004, Part-Time Workers (Prevention of Less Favourable Treatment) 
Regulations 2000, Fixed Term Employees (Prevention of Less Favourable 
Treatment) Regulations 2002 and the Equality Act 2010.

3.3 The school will take decisions on pay in respect of all non-teaching employees in a 
fair and equitable manner.

3.4 The school will review its policy each year to ensure that the policy reflects the latest 
position as determined by the Dorset Job Evaluation Scheme.  
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3.5 This policy includes advice received from the Local Authority HR Service on 
amendments that may need to be made to the recommended policy to ensure that it 
reflects the latest position as determined by the Dorset Job Evaluation Scheme and 
employment legislation as appropriate.  

4 JOB DESCRIPTIONS
 
4.1 The Schools’ JE portfolio reflects a range of properly specified and evaluated

job descriptions for school based non-teaching employees from which job 
descriptions shall be selected so as to ensure parity and consistency.

4.2 School based non-teaching employees will be allocated a job description from the JE 
schools’ portfolio which reflects the generic nature of their role and responsibilities.

4.3 Where one of the generic job descriptions selected from the portfolio does not
fully reflect the range of responsibilities of the postholder, a supplementary duties 
proforma may be completed to reflect these additional duties.  

4.4 In cases where a generic job description (or generic job description and
supplementary duties proforma) does not properly reflect the nature of the role, the 
school may create an individual job description, which will be assessed through the 
application of the Dorset Job Evaluation Scheme, in line with other posts within the 
Schools’ JE portfolio. 

4.5 Where an employee has been allocated a job description and their duties and 
responsibilities have significantly altered over time, it may be appropriate to revise 
the allocation, in consultation with the employee. The employee can be re-allocated 
to a job description that more appropriately reflects their duties and level of 
responsibility. 

5 PAY AND GRADING

5.1 School based non-teaching employees will be paid in accordance with the evaluated 
grade for their allocated job description. (See section 3 of the Schools’ JE Portfolio.)

5.2 Upon appointment, new members of staff will normally commence at the minimum of 
the grade relating to that discrete post. Thereafter, normal timescales will apply in 
relation to normal incremental progression.

5.3 Headteachers/Governing Bodies have the authority to appoint exceptionally on any 
service increment within the grade. Extraordinarily a Headteacher/Governing Body 
may appoint to a competence-related increment if there is evidence and an 
assessment that the appropriate level of competence has been achieved, and 
therefore withstand any challenge of equal pay. 

5.4 Upon promotion to a higher graded post, the starting salary shall be the minimum of 
the new grade or one increment increase within the new grade if the postholder was 
previously, prior to promotion, on the preceding grade.

6 INCREMENTAL PAY PROGRESSION

6.1 All grades in the Dorset pay and grading structure comprise of both service-based 
and competence-based increments.  

6.2 Service and competence increments are payable on 1 April. In cases where an 
employee has less than 6 months’ service in the grade by the 1 April, they shall be 
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granted their first service increment six months following the date that their 
employment commenced.  

6.3 Service increments will usually be paid automatically.  However, the appraisal1 
process shall be applied to all school based support staff, regardless of whether the 
top of the grade has been reached or a service or competence increment is due.

6.4 Where posts carry pay progression points, which are dependent on competence in 
role, the appraisal process will provide the mechanism for assessing this. 

6.5 Where employees are eligible for pay progression with regard to the award of 
competency increments, the recommendation will be based on an assessment of 
performance against agreed performance objectives; employees will need to have 
made good progress towards achieving their objectives.

6.6 A pay recommendation will be made in writing as part of an employee’s annual 
appraisal report. Competence increments will be paid where a positive 
recommendation is made to do so, by the Headteacher or the line manager.   In the 
event that competency increments are withheld, the Headteacher will be responsible 
for notifying the individual in writing, copying the letter to HR Payroll Support.

6.7 The current pay scale for Support Staff can be viewed at Appendix 2 

7 OTHER PAYMENTS

Market forces payments 2

7.1 The labour market adjustment scheme provides for additional payment over
and above that determined by the JE evaluated grade. 

7.2 The payment of market forces increments under the Labour Market
Adjustment Scheme will be considered for a post/discrete post group, where there is 
evidence to suggest that the current Dorset grade maximum is insufficient to recruit 
or retain employees of the appropriate skill or mix.  (Refer to section 5 of the schools 
JE portfolio).

7.3       The payment of market forces increments under the Labour Market Adjustment 
Scheme is reviewed by the Local Authority every three years and changes may be 
made to LMIs as a result of the review.  

Overtime payments

7.4 In the event that a non-teaching employee works over 37 hours in a working week, 
they will be entitled to overtime at the rate of plain time.

7.5 In the event that a part-time non-teaching employee works additional hours over and 
above their contracted hours, they shall be entitled to be paid for those hours, at plain 
time, up to and including a total of 37 hours.

7.6 With regards to training days, non-teaching employees shall be paid for attendance 
at such events.  (This may be included within their contracted weeks per year, time 
off in lieu or a payment over and above their contracted hours.) 

1 Refer to Appraisal and Capability Policy and Procedure for Support Staff.
2 The Labour Market Adjustment Scheme is outlined in detail in the Schools JE Portfolio under Section 5.
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Additional payments – acting up/honoraria 

7.7 A policy and procedure for payment of non-teaching employees undertaking 
additional duties has been developed and is attached as Appendix 1.  

                                                                                                                           
8 APPEALS AGAINST DECISIONS OF JOB DESCRIPTION/PAY AND GRADING

8.1 An employee may challenge a determination in relation to their pay, and or allocated 
job description if they feel their job description allocation does not fairly reflect the 
level of their current duties and responsibilities. 

8.2 Initially, the employee should seek to resolve any appeal against a decision 
informally, with the Headteacher.

8.3 Where this is not possible, or in cases where the employee is dissatisfied with any 
informal resolution, they may follow the formal appeals process:

1 The employee should set down in writing their grounds for questioning the 
pay decision/job description allocation and send it, in writing, to the 
Headteacher within 10 working days of the notification of the decision, or the 
outcome of the discussion referred to above.  

2 The Headteacher should arrange an appeal hearing within 20 working days of 
receipt of the written grounds for questioning the pay decision. The appeal 
hearing should be heard by a panel of three Governors, to consider and give 
the member of staff an opportunity to make representations in person. 
Following the meeting, the decision of the appeal panel will be given to the 
employee in writing. 
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Appendix 1
Thorner’s C of E VA Primary School

Policy and Procedure for Payment of Employees
Undertaking Additional Duties

1.0 Scope

1.1 This policy and procedure applies in respect of all non-teaching employees in 
Thorner’s C of E VA Primary School employed within the purview of Green 
Book terms and conditions of service. 

2.0 Policy Statement 

2.1 In selecting employees to undertake additional duties, due consideration will 
be given to ensuring a fair and consistent process. 

2.2 Employees covered by this policy and procedure will be fairly rewarded for 
taking on additional duties, as set out in this document.

2.3 In all cases consideration will be given to the impact on the individual of 
agreeing to undertake additional duties over an extended period of time.  This 
will include the need for any training, support or access to guidance, and to the 
impact of undertaking the additional duties on any individual, due to the 
increase in demands, either through undertaking work of a higher level of 
responsibility or undertaking a greater volume of work to cover for an absent 
colleague(s).  The impact on the individual of undertaking the additional duties 
will be regularly monitored by the Headteacher/line manager.

2.4 Additional payments may be payable where:

a) an employee is called upon to undertake the full range of duties of a higher 
graded post for at least four consecutive weeks;

or

b) an employee performs duties outside the scope of his/her post over an 
extended period, or where the additional duties and responsibilities are 
exceptionally onerous.

2.5 The following paragraphs detail how these provisions are to be applied within 
Thorner’s C of E VAP Primary School.

3.0 Full Acting Up

3.1 Full acting up is where a member of staff undertakes the full range of duties 
and responsibilities of a higher graded post.

3.2 Acting up generally includes circumstances relating to cover for sickness, 
maternity leave, vacancies and periods of extended unpaid leave. 

3.3 A continuous period of four weeks must be covered before an additional 
payment will be considered.  Once the four weeks has been met, payment, if 
agreed, will start from the beginning of the period of cover.

3.4 Full acting up should not normally exceed a period in excess of 48 weeks.  
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3.5 To receive such a payment the employee must be undertaking ALL of the 
duties and responsibilities of the higher graded post.

3.6 A full acting up allowance cannot be paid where the duties of a higher graded 
post are shared between two or more employees but an honorarium under 
paragraph 4 may be paid.

3.7 The acting up allowance will be calculated as the difference between the salary 
of the employee acting up and the minimum point of the grade of the post being 
covered.  Where an employee is already paid on a point within the higher grade, 
due to the overlapping of grades within the pay and grading structure, the 
allowance will be calculated against the point that would apply if the employee 
was promoted to the post.  This would normally be the next point within the 
grade.

3.8 Where an employee is currently in receipt of salary protection, in accordance 
with the Salary Protection Policy, the acting up allowance will be calculated 
against the point that would apply if the employee was promoted to the post 
(i.e. the minimum pay point of the grade or the next pay point above the 
protected point, whichever is the higher).  Where the employee is protected on 
a pay point above the maximum pay point of the substantive grade of the higher 
post, no additional payment will be made.  Any refusal to agree a reasonable 
request to undertake additional duties may result in the withdrawal of any 
protection arrangements.  

3.9 Payment of an acting up allowance is a contractual variation and must be 
implemented by way of a contractual variation letter.  The contractual variation 
letter should clearly state the duration of the payment, reason for payment and 
amount of the payment.

3.10 The acting up allowance must be terminated immediately the circumstances 
giving rise to it cease in order to avoid overpayments.

3.11 Authority to approve a full acting up allowance is delegated to the Headteacher. 
A letter of confirmation will be issued from the Headteacher to the employee to 
confirm the arrangements agreed, and a copy placed on the individual’s 
personal file.

4.0 Honoraria

4.1 The payment of an honorarium applies where more than one member of staff 
cover the duties of a higher grade post, or alternatively where one person 
covers a proportion of the duties of a higher grade post.

4.2 Honorarium payments generally include circumstances relating to cover for 
sickness, maternity leave, vacancies and periods of extended unpaid leave.

4.3 A continuous period of four weeks must be covered before an honorarium 
payment will be considered.  Once the four weeks has been met payment, if 
agreed, will start from the beginning of the period of cover.

4.4 Payments under this heading should be viewed as a ‘thank you’ for the work 
done.

4.5 Payments under this heading should not ordinarily exceed 26 weeks.  
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4.6 Where the full duties of a higher grade post are shared equally between two 
people, the honoraria will be calculated by paying 50% of the difference in 
salary of each employee providing cover and the minimum of the substantive 
grade of the post being covered.  Where an employee is paid on a point within 
the higher grade, due to the overlapping grades within the pay and grading 
structure, or in receipt of permanent salary protection, in accordance with the 
Salary Protection Policy, the allowance should be calculated in line with the 
approach outlined for cases of full acting up. 

4.7 Where this produces different levels of payment which are clearly inequitable, 
then the total amount produced by the application of the formula will be shared 
equally between the two employees.  Similar principles will be applied in cases 
where more than two people share the higher grade duties, although such 
circumstances should be viewed as exceptional.

4.8 Where a member of staff is carrying out a proportion of the duties of a higher 
grade post the honorarium will be calculated as follows:-

i) Assess the proportion of the higher grade duties being covered and 
express it in percentage terms, e.g. 60%.

ii) Assess the difference in salary in accordance with the principles set out 
above, e.g. £1,500.

iii) Apply the percentage of the duties undertaken and divide by 12 to 
calculate the monthly value of the payment.

iv) In keeping with the general principles behind honoraria payments this 
calculation should then be rounded to give an appropriate level of 
payment.

  60    
Example: 100  x  £1,500 = £900 / 12 = £75

4.9 An honorarium may also be granted to an employee who performs duties 
outside the scope of their post over an extended period of time, or where duties 
and responsibilities involved are exceptionally onerous.  The amount will be 
dependant on the circumstances of each case but will generally not exceed 
£200.

4.10 Authority to approve honoraria payments is delegated to the Headteacher A 
letter of confirmation should be issued from the Headteacher to the employee 
to confirm the arrangements agreed, and a copy placed on the individual’s 
personal file.

5.0 Merit Increments

5.1 One, or exceptionally, two increments may be awarded to an employee to 
recognise performance which has been consistently well above average for a 
period of at least one year in their current post.  In considering the award of 
merit increments, it has to be borne in mind that the effect/benefit/cost will 
continue only until the top of the scale is reached.

5.2 Merit increments should not be used to reward individual pieces of work as this 
would be covered by the arrangements for payment of honoraria.

5.3 The maximum of the grade of the post should not be exceeded.
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5.4 The employee must be notified, in writing, of the award of a merit increment(s) 
by means of a contract variation letter, and a statement of the reason for the 
award must be placed on the employee’s personal file.

5.5 Authority to award merit increments is delegated to the Headteacher.
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Appendix 2 

01 April 2022
Dorset Grades SCP Salary Hourly Rate

1 2  1 £20,258 £10.50
 s 3 2 £20,441 £10.60

4 c s 3 £20,812 £10.79
s 5 c 4 £21,189 £10.99
c s  5 £21,575 £11.19
6 c  6 £21,968 £11.39
s   7 £22,369 £11.60
s 7  8 £22,777 £11.81
c s  9 £23,194 £12.02

 s  11 £24,054 £12.47
8 c  12 £24,496 £12.70
s c  14 £25,409 £13.17
s   15 £25,878 £13.42
c   17 £26,845 £13.92
c 9  19 £27,852 £14.44
c s  20 £28,371 £14.71

 s  22 £29,439 £15.26
 c  23 £30,151 £15.63

10 c  24 £31,099 £16.12
s c  25 £32,020 £16.60
s   26 £32,909 £17.06
c   27 £33,820 £17.53
c 11  28 £34,723 £18.00
c s  29 £35,411 £18.36

 s  30 £36,298 £18.82
 c  31 £37,261 £19.32
 c  32 £38,296 £19.85

12 c  33 £39,493 £20.47
s c  34 £40,478 £20.98
s   35 £41,496 £21.51
c   36 £42,503 £22.03
c   37 £43,516 £22.56
c 13  38 £44,539 £23.09
c s  39 £45,495 £23.58

 s  40 £46,549 £24.13
 c  41 £47,573 £24.66
 c  42 £48,587 £25.19

14 c  43 £49,590 £25.71
s c  44 £50,470 £26.16
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s   45 £51,397 £26.64
c   46 £52,268 £27.10
c   47 £53,175 £27.57
c 15  48 £54,124 £28.06
c s  49 £55,138 £28.58

 s  50 £56,145 £29.11
 c  51 £57,168 £29.64
 c  52 £58,193 £30.17

16 c  53 £59,214 £30.70
s c  54 £60,237 £31.23
s   55 £61,475 £31.87
c   56 £62,724 £32.52
c   57 £63,993 £33.17
c   58 £65,290 £33.85
c   59 £66,621 £34.54

 17  60 £72,214 £37.43
 s  61 £73,697 £38.20
 s  62 £75,202 £38.98
 c  63 £76,745 £39.78
 c  64 £78,316 £40.60
 c 18 65 £79,942 £41.44
 c s 66 £81,607 £42.30

  s 67 £83,362 £43.21
  c 68 £85,113 £44.12
  c 69 £86,868 £45.03

  c 70 £88,620 £45.94
  c 71 £90,374 £46.85

Incremental progression
 
No Service or Competence   
1 x Service and 1 x Competence
2 x Service and 1 x Competence
2 x Service and 2 x Competence
2 x Service and 3 x Competence 
2 x service and 4 x Competence
s = service based increment
c = competence based increment


